Hello, my name is Alex, and I’m Ukrainian developer.

At first of all want to tell you thanks for possibility change jailbreaks fate)))

I use JB last 5 years and there’s some reasons:

- It give me more functionality for my devices (ipad2; ipod 4; iphone 4). There are more tweaks, that helps Apple develop iOS functions and usability. Sooner or later Cupertino guys use many of these tweaks and call it “new features”.
- Second reason – it’s a possibility to personalize your device. Tastes different.
- I absolutely against illegal pirates cracked soft. In my opinion every developer, who have apps in appstore deserve to take his money from app sells.

But if Apple official apply Tweaks – I sure, many and many peoples will forgot about JB. It so simple to understand. Let’s them test famous tweaks and public official tweak app. Sure, iOS will be more appreciated.